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Each has more than a sixth of the world’s population spread over substantial and diverse geographical 
areas. Each has witnessed dramatic economic growth in recent decades. Each has one of the world’s 
largest education systems both in terms of student enrolment and number of schools. Despite their 
striking similarities, many argue that the trajectories of China and India are too dissimilar for 
comparisons to be useful. Nirmala Rao and her research team, however, are convinced that comparing 
these two neighbouring Asian giants is not only theoretically and pedagogically important but also of 
significant international interest. In the rapidly growing and dynamic field of comparative education, 
this book offers a systematic, in-depth empirical study of primary education in urban and rural China 
and India with a focus on understanding socio-cultural contexts shaping classroom pedagogy and 
children’s attainment. Designed by renowned early childhood expert and psychologist, Nirmala Rao as 
well as education policy specialist, Kai- ming Cheng at the University of Hong Kong, this study fills a 
void in the international literature on cross cultural comparisons in the Asia-Pacific region. Robyn 
Alexander’s (2000) award-winning research highlighted the relationship between context and 
pedagogy in England, France, India, Russia, and the United States. Similarly, Nirmala Rao’s team sets 
out to elucidate both macro- and micro-level factors that influence teaching, learning, and achievement 
in primary schools but in only two countries. Guided by concepts and methods derived from “culture 
and psychology”, the authors use a contextual approach rather than surface level standards of assessing 
learning (e.g., cross-national tests) to highlight the strengths of teaching, and conditions that make 
learning effective in the two countries. 
 The initial chapter explains why comparisons between China and India are imperative in the 
broader global context given their somewhat similar potential for economic development, comparable 
population sizes, and changing political systems. Chapter 2 is an overview of the structure and macro 
policy context based on a documentary analysis of national and state educational policy priorities and 
implementation since the two nations attained independence. It highlights factors influencing primary 
education policy and its implementation specifically, the reasons for contemporary differences in 
primary-school enrolment between China and India. Educational policy is responsive to the context for 
which it is formulated but contextual factors also facilitate or hinder its implementation. Thus, the third 
chapter describes the research sites and explains the rationale for the choice of schools. A focus on the 
physical and structural factors, which characterize the schools involved facilitates a greater 
understanding of classroom interactions as well as the existing range of educational needs and 
priorities. Chapters 4 to 7 present the data gathered from the empirical study and include the specific 
objectives, the methodological approach used, and the underlying rationale for the method. While the 
findings are presented in a comparative framework, the authors are careful to avert a treatise on the 
positive or negative aspects in either country. Rather, they attempt to surface the socio-contextual 
factors that have led to their findings. The analyses are based on videotaped observations of 112 
mathematics and language lessons in Primary 3 and Primary 5 classrooms in China and India although 
videotaped lesson observations are significantly fewer in China. Based on a detailed microanalysis of 
classroom teaching, Chapters 4 and 5 highlight the different strategies used to promote cognitive 
engagement in students by teachers in urban and rural schools in both countries. In addition to macro-
level details of historical and contemporary policy issues for China and India, readers gain access to 
micro-level perceptions of key stakeholders such as education officials, principals, parents, teachers, 
and students (Chapters 6 and 7). Finally, the authors pull together findings from the various sources 
and methods, and propose a conceptual model to explain the findings. 
 The study gives evidence of an informed selection of school sites, rigorous methodological 
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procedures, and measures to address discrepancies that could affect the comparability of cross-national 
achievement data. Surprisingly, the authors consider the available literature on the teaching of 
mathematics in detail but the literature on the teaching of language in both countries is barely present. 
The book provides a vivid description of the location and geographical features as well as the 
educational and economic development of the research sites located in the province of Zhejiang in 
China and the state of Andhra Pradesh in India. Additionally, details about the physical features and 
learning facilities are provided. The authors draw reliable conclusions based on substantive empirical 
evidence and the foci of the broad-brush analyses are to understand socio-contextual factors from 
which the findings emerge. Acknowledging the importance of the classroom as a unit of analysis, 
(Bray & Thomas, 1995), the authors make available comprehensive data on teaching patterns in both 
mathematics and language permitting them to discern whether the pedagogy observed is specific to the 
discipline or whether a more context-based cultural pattern of teaching might be prevalent across 
subjects. 
 What was the teacher doing? To answer this question, the authors compare themes and 
approaches to mathematics and language teaching across grade and location by illustrating the 
classroom context in detail: the physical settings for learning, classroom management issues, 
pedagogical approaches as well as the typical lesson structure. Readers gain valuable insights into 
teaching patterns within and across both the contexts. Chinese and Indian classrooms present some 
interesting similarities and differences. Whole-class teaching is predominant in both countries. Chinese 
teachers devote more time to introducing new material while their Indian counterparts spend more time 
reviewing previously presented material. Classroom practices are teacher-led and textbook-based in 
teaching language in India while in China, the approach is more constructivist and student-directed – a 
reflection of country-wide teaching reforms and teacher professional development. Other interesting 
trends emerge. Comparatively, Indian teachers engage in a greater degree of moralizing behaviour 
inspired perhaps, by texts such as the Aesop’s fables which are well known for their value messages. 
Driven by strong pragmatic goals, Chinese language classrooms focus richly on patriotism, national 
identity, and Chinese culture. 
 The book surfaces some key issues in the field of comparative education: access to education 
and equity, mechanisms of teacher training and professional development, community involvement and 
ownership as well as the role of inherent cultural belief systems and the value attached to education. 
Pulling together culture, context, and comparison, it raises some thought-provoking questions. For 
example, Is there a universal conception of good teaching in the primary school that teachers aspire to 
follow or are conceptions of good teaching culture-specific? Effectively supplemented by tabular and 
graphical representations, photographs, and maps, the systematic organization of the book and lucid 
style offer readers a comprehensive overview of the national, local, and classroom contexts in China 
and India. Additionally, the appendices provide rich details of the data sources. The book is sprinkled 
with interesting observations and useful nuggets of information throughout. For instance, readers 
become aware that some rural Indian schools lack student desks and even toilet facilities but computers 
are available for children. Again, in a few schools, while the television is provided, electricity is not. 
Notably, “Teacher Study Groups” in Zhejiang run regular sessions for dissemination and discussion of 
pedagogical matters at various levels, and the degree of sophistication of such a mechanism is hardly 
paralleled elsewhere. Such a mechanism also accounts for the uniformity in teaching methods across 
different schools. For example, in three Chinese classrooms (urban, semi-urban, and rural), the teacher 
instructed students to work out the number of days in a month by moving fingers across the knuckles. 
All three teachers explained that the knuckles represented 31 days while the depressions represented 30 
days or fewer. 
 According to Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) framework, 
structures within each layer of the child’s environment and the interaction between them influence the 
child’s development. Drawing a parallel, Nirmala Rao’s team identifies a range of complex, 
interdependent factors that contribute to the quality of education: classroom factors, school culture, 
people factors, local government, role of the state as well as cultural beliefs and historical legacy. 
Similarly, Cuban (2013) argues that the complexity of the classroom is mirrored in interdependent 
relationships and unpredictable events that occur in schools and across the district. People and 
resources interact. Incremental changes happen. On a final note, the model for the context of learning 
proposed in the present study provides a powerful lens in culture-comparative developmental and 
educational research for systematically examining micro- and macro-level factors that shape classroom 
teaching and learning. The book certainly holds promise for unravelling the puzzle of, what Cuban 
calls, the black box of the classroom. 
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